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Title word cross-reference

#14 [2315]. #15949 [892]. #4059 [1266]. #8373 [2137].

(0, 1) [1077]. (0, s) [2578, 2979]. (a^n – 1)/(a – 1) [939]. (j, c) [746]. (n^2 alpha) [2529]. (n^k alpha) [2530]. (nalpha) [2529]. (t, m, s) [2081, 2936, 2087, 2388]. (t, s) [2674, 2081, 2379, 2936, 2087]. (X, Y) [3695]. (X^2 – Y^2)^1/2 [499].
\[ \frac{a \pm j^2}{x^{\frac{a}{m}} (j + \tau)^2} \equiv 32 \mod 1 \]
0.57pJ [3314]. 0.57pJ/bit [3314]. '05 [4159, 4163]. '07 [4169]. '08 [4174].


5.0 [1668]. 5.2 [2800]. 500 [3367, 322]. 51st [4193]. 52 [892]. 52nd [4208]. 5th [4175].

6 [3685]. 60th [4210]. 61 [1255]. 623-dimensionally [2373]. 64-bit
4


9th [4191]. = [4010, 4021].

Black [2900]. Black-Box [2900]. Block [2595, 1291, 2532, 2942, 3271, 2766, 1629, 3192]. Blockcipher [2681].

Combinatorial [634, 3672, 203, 2366, 1555, 2127, 238, 3511, 770].
Combinatorialics [4070, 2762].
Combiner [2394].
Combiners [1746].
combinés [2647].
Combination [947, 2242, 1107, 1108, 1109, 3080, 2099, 427, 2410, 3269, 2281, 1654, 1248, 2886].
Combinations [398, 515, 484, 368, 1801, 1116, 2844, 447, 448, 62].
Combined [398, 515, 484, 368, 1801, 1116, 2844, 447, 448, 62].
Combining [903, 904, 1604, 3257, 2585, 3133, 3729].
Comment [295, 1601, 170, 2579, 860, 1066, 956, 1032, 1625, 959, 866, 964, 2926, 965, 869, 2629, 972, 883, 876].
Commentary [2180].
Comments [2821, 3118, 1150, 721, 786, 601, 1771].
Commitment [1553, 1645].
Commodore [1144].
Common [1208, 3904, 511, 1287, 1727, 3075, 1751, 1567, 808, 2171, 1119, 3634, 1856, 1085, 750, 3594, 2570, 2240, 1114, 1720, 911, 774, 729, 917, 1362, 2438, 1855, 2082, 940, 1476, 1672].
Commun [2048, 2170].
Communicating [1310].
Communication [584, 4167, 1310, 1327, 2491, 2833, 3521].
Communications [505, 4163, 4092, 2741].
Comp [2137].
Compact [2011, 2811, 3039, 3105, 1413, 2509, 3072, 600].
Comparative [1337, 401, 502, 3529, 2112].
Comparing [1223, 911, 1827, 2178, 3340].
Comparison [669, 578, 1054, 3245, 3838, 3681, 1727, 3165, 2079, 204, 2290, 610, 1081, 700, 2205, 2799, 1672, 1485, 1684, 1493, 591, 592, 1721, 2923, 2519, 3317, 2738, 462, 809].
Comparisons [1855, 2082, 1476, 1397, 1751, 1856].
compatibility [3663].
Compatible [1514, 1544, 3612].
Competing [186].
compiled [70].
Complete [1291, 1015, 3113, 935, 2398, 2823, 2823].
Completed [953].
Compete [1906, 2696, 3015, 3014, 3016].
Component [2696, 3015, 3014, 3016].
components [2773].
Composite [3246, 30, 2696, 871, 1574, 2103, 3203, 2146, 1700, 1443, 2102, 1869].
Composited [3811].
Composition [1934, 2208, 3708, 1238, 846].
Composition-Alias [2208].
Compound [1270, 2420, 1915, 2039, 2153, 2154, 2247, 2249, 2332, 2949, 3483, 1803, 2038, 2248, 2157, 2158, 2608, 2927, 2621, 80, 2223].
compressed [2077].
compression [4070].
Compromise [3104, 3008].
Compromised [3720, 3836].
COMPSTAT [4059].
Comptes [4010].
Compton [377].
Comput [2048, 1066, 2170].
Computability [4203, 2454, 3301].
Computable [3828].
Computation [4005, 3830, 4161, 4089, 2141, 2900, 1699, 854, 30, 142, 4198, 330, 1946, 4106,
3998, 4091, 2086, 2089, 3850, 4148, 3228, 941, 4007, 3860, 1262, 2413, 1900, 2590, 2507, 2994, 3986, 1852, 1757, 1990, 890, 4173.

Computational
[4210, 4182, 2573, 948, 4206, 2453, 2709, 4074, 344, 3915, 4173, 424, 3790, 2897, 1059, 4059, 3902, 4155, 1515, 557, 1738, 4214].

Computationally
[4083, 3971, 4062].

Computations
[1150, 413, 1168, 3733, 700, 2546, 2133, 2410, 2490, 724, 1430, 1371, 159, 1559].

compute
[2775].

Computer
[576, 670, 986, 1017, 892, 752, 893, 894, 895, 542, 4044, 2749, 1329, 3599, 1154, 4031, 505, 1513, 244, 413, 4024, 4034, 4037, 4040, 4055, 4060, 4066, 4072, 4082, 4105, 4114, 4118, 4139, 4143, 4193, 4208, 1170, 1171, 865, 776, 825, 867, 1535, 729, 1951, 827, 1373, 601, 337, 359, 1037, 4163, 4046, 1079, 4016, 3635, 4212, 1563, 1081, 4038, 4093, 1467, 1086, 3780, 2544, 1659, 4095, 887, 888, 4026, 1139, 712, 428, 539, 1261, 1682, 850, 1263, 759, 1023, 4137, 3132, 990, 991, 472, 994, 761, 762, 764, 2430, 4125, 1006, 1034, 2065, 1237, 1961, 311].

computer
[385, 1124, 454, 830, 1241, 615, 227, 1040, 4025, 1189, 1985, 3644, 1771, 374, 1309, 846, 2430, 4036].

Computes
[4203].

Computing
[4042, 4047, 4052, 4058, 4063, 4068, 4079, 4097, 4102, 4111, 4129, 4136, 4149, 4154, 4159, 4169, 4174, 4186, 4195, 4202, 4209, 2817, 892, 3040, 2970, 375, 467, 3365, 678, 152, 1800, 1812, 953, 2429, 2499, 1287, 960, 4199, 3174, 119, 1038, 1765, 2801, 4167, 3555, 4094, 3566, 4062, 2558, 212, 3243, 2756, 2166, 4197, 4207, 118, 1119, 96, 129, 3394, 2853, 3738, 3183, 4092, 4107, 1587, 139, 4061].

column [469].

Concept [384, 386, 37]. conception [1580].

Conceptual
[3466, 3984].

Concerning [355, 80, 2765, 188]. concert [3019].

Conclusion
[3273, 2449].

Concrete
[2019, 3244, 2947, 2134].

Conditional
[2074, 2075, 2449, 3187]. conditionally [3570]. conditions [2023]. cone [2548].

Conference
[4110, 4057, 4103, 4116, 4011, 4064, 4130, 4069, 4161, 4112, 4203, 4076, 4191, 4050, 4176, 4198, 4140, 4214, 4199, 4067, 4163, 4126, 4172, 4141, 4078, 4030, 4145, 4093, 4416, 4173, 4094, 4164, 4100, 4148, 4086, 4101, 4109, 4357, 4087, 4051, 4048, 4113, 4029, 4098, 4077, 4151, 4175, 4162, 4017, 4244, 4133, 4015, 4107, 427, 4134, 4156, 4128].

Confidence [1727, 39, 86, 1627]. Configurable [3945, 2557]. configuration [1188].


Congruential
[293, 2963, 267, 543, 2020, 2899, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1615, 1711, 2033, 2153, 2249, 2251, 2977, 3137, 820, 995, 1028, 1110, 1509, 3507, 1113, 858, 768, 769, 2434, 2838, 2047, 2591, 2914, 862, 327, 2177, 1538, 1369, 1370, 2442, 1732, 2929, 603, 654, 794, 613, 874, 2456, 2937, 658, 2099, 427, 1050, 1198, 1395, 3824, 2137, 1489, 1055, 1409, 2413, 632, 1691, 3240, 1600, 718, 2021, 320,
Correcting [3973, 4131]. Correction [1266, 3048, 1535, 2402, 1142, 221].
Corrections [270, 2843, 923]. correctly [1925]. Correctness [3857, 1781].
Correlated [2815, 2133, 1097, 141, 640, 3727, 596, 919, 2367, 697, 1, 2561,
431, 349, 1201, 1239, 3178, 2376, 227, 2381, 1983, 2803, 1884]. Correlation
[3466, 2236, 216, 52, 995, 244, 1746, 735, 840, 813, 1786, 497, 677, 1797, 952,
2265, 2345, 557, 481, 2850, 2703, 1126, 1460, 40, 655, 3188, 1760, 663, 1570, 51].
Correlational [813, 677, 462]. Correlations [755, 2569, 676, 2422, 2051, 2876, 1603,
1332, 1498, 2029, 549, 1420, 2425, 141, 1816, 2270, 1830, 1385, 1867, 2299, 3204, 2301, 2480]. Correspondence
[672, 2056, 1847, 2098]. corresponding [708, 1135]. Corrigenda [2137].
Corrigendum [2261, 1034, 2528, 1376, 1420, 2425, 141, 1816, 2270, 1830,
1385, 1867, 2299, 3204, 2301, 2480]. Cosmological [3685, 3540].
Cost [3307, 3228, 1008, 3693, 3542, 2460, 3317]. cost-effectiveness [3317].
Costruzione [469]. Countable [3]. Counter [3137]. Counter-Dependent
[3137]. Counting [2830, 1834, 1737, 2207, 3092, 1888, 1831]. Counts
[3319, 1352]. Couple [2038]. Coupled [3504, 3207, 3503, 3157, 3409, 3206].
Coupling [3391]. Coupon [144, 140]. courbe [35]. course [4080, 4023].
Courses [3257, 265]. Covariance [421, 53]. covariates [3823]. covering
[3741]. coverings [429]. covers [3627]. Cox [3823]. CPU [3871]. CPUs
[3895, 3712, 1769]. crack [2838]. cracked [605]. Cracking
[927, 3425, 3426, 3427, 3428, 838]. Cramér [294]. Crash [3927]. CRAY
[2421, 1386]. CRAY-System [2421]. Create [2749, 1758]. created [2296].
Creating [2870]. creation [2372]. Criteria
[1394, 1477, 2979, 520, 1461, 102, 2362, 2606, 3316]. Criterion [1]. Critical
[2749, 1700, 3944, 3048, 1699]. Crofton [2775]. Cross
[1786, 3504, 3206, 3207, 3503, 557]. Cross-correlation [1786, 557].
Cross-Coupled [3504, 3207, 3503]. cryogenic [1482]. Cryptanalysis
[2743, 2894, 3588, 1325, 1689, 3052, 3053, 3256, 2981, 2676, 2680, 2685, 2840,
2716, 2898]. Cryptanalytic [2354]. CRYPTO
[4045, 4098, 4172, 4056, 3104, 2993, 2592, 3969, 3956, 4004, 4035, 4071].
Crytoanalysis [2686]. Cryptographic
[1257, 1316, 3936, 3350, 2231, 4043, 3119, 3793, 4053, 3249, 1909, 3134,
2331, 1162, 2837, 2990, 3680, 3163, 2929, 1962, 2375, 2625, 1655, 2632,
3429, 3553, 3030, 3315, 3209, 1047, 3992, 2124, 3923, 3116, 3237, 2748,
3667, 3269, 3839, 2766, 1434, 2482, 2512, 3390, 1737, 1238, 2186, 3305,
2458, 2873, 3989, 3991, 3463, 4183, 4144]. Cryptographically
[3231, 3347, 3474, 1022, 1096, 1365, 3418, 3023, 1092, 2742, 3957, 3758, 3983,
1305, 1892]. cryptographically-secure [3983, 1892].
cryptographiquement [1892]. Cryptography
[4065, 2320, 902, 1695, 2666, 3050, 2984, 912, 2505, 2611, 3006, 3401, 1641,
2541, 2206, 2210, 4167, 2638, 4168, 1673, 2418, 4201, 4170, 2432, 4138, 3279,
1724, 1539, 2288, 1973, 2384, 2539, 3424, 2465, 3559, 2640, 3326, 3220, 4164].
Cryptology
[1146, 4045, 4035, 4053, 4054, 4074, 1131, 4084, 4043, 4098, 4071, 4172, 4056].
deployed [3424]. deposition
enhancements [3958]. Enhancing [3992, 3981, 1458]. ENIAC [3726, 87].
Equidistributed [509, 3873, 219, 1169, 2182, 2446, 2697, 2373]. Equidistribution [3475, 1804, 2155, 2253, 2332, 2248, 2671, 184, 1063]. equilibria [3149].
Erratum [497, 2964, 432, 1220, 2048, 687, 2170, 598, 2293, 933].
evaluations [2059]. even [3708, 3574]. even-distribution [3574]. Event [1095, 2129, 2564, 2890, 3348, 2827, 1154, 636, 855, 3483, 553, 1355, 1947].
Events [784, 2902, 1214]. everyone [3612]. Evidence [2850, 3359, 82, 2765, 3021]. evolution [3113, 3221]. Evolutionary [4161, 2575, 3172, 3642, 4148, 3341, 2590, 2958]. Evolvable [2652]. Evolved [2999]. evolving [3816, 2214]. Exact [3595, 550, 1161, 3697, 2307, 1395, 1792, 549, 3960, 1124, 3026, 2463, 51, 2121].

[1892, 322, 1580, 1500, 1001, 622, 890, 759, 1517, 1531, 1532, 1304, 2973, 3049].

generator
[2309, 2960, 1884, 3498, 3601, 2002, 1215, 459, 461, 3215, 3330]. Generatoren
[1050, 1052]. Generators
[1394, 2559, 2310, 2816, 293, 3976, 2122, 2225, 2963, 3346, 1479, 3658, 3826, 3233, 3110, 2658, 2314, 3112, 2745, 2967, 578, 2132, 3350, 4002, 2476, 3098, 3326, 3449, 3650, 3217, 3218, 3452, 3567, 3568, 1585, 3036, 3220, 3335, 3222, 1784, 3574, 3225, 3457, 3039, 3226, 3890, 2740, 2887, 3576, 3460, 2959, 3975, 3706, 1256, 1592].

Generators
[769, 1815, 2759, 2760, 2909, 3607, 3672, 3981, 3675, 2047, 2050, 2165, 3060, 3144, 3873, 3061, 2266, 2591, 2056, 2914, 862, 3384, 3965, 279, 327, 3927, 3928, 2694, 2554, 2177, 3683, 2596, 558, 2597, 1538, 1236, 1369, 1370, 1733, 2183, 2283, 2359, 2365, 2442, 2443, 2444, 2551, 2516, 2517, 2604, 2700, 2701, 3003, 3070, 3072, 3286, 3529, 3735, 3930, 4003, 3803, 1732, 3290, 3170, 2702, 2928, 2929, 3173, 3624, 3396, 2366, 3998, 1633, 2453, 3688, 358, 3810, 3811, 1178, 1180, 1845, 1847, 2780, 2710, 3179, 1640, 2714, 3692, 1461, 1549, 1551, 1748, 1292, 2196, 2617, 2788, 1854, 2624].

 generators
[3657, 2125, 3582, 2127, 1678, 3109, 1680, 2313, 3473, 3660, 3791, 2316, 3583, 3663, 1052, 3041, 3584, 3713, 3349, 3234, 2566, 2014, 3792, 3114, 1684, 1147, 1053, 1406, 2895, 3864, 1054, 2896, 1203, 2016, 1688, 2661, 2747, 2971, 3045, 2413, 905, 1491, 1691, 2897, 1205, 718, 3123, 3717, 1902, 3126, 3898, 3667, 3494, 1903, 2145, 2237, 546, 2388, 1907, 2024, 2146, 2239, 1023, 1908, 3249, 2327, 1342, 1497, 1498, 3251, 1415, 1494, 1495, 3497, 1604, 1702, 2750, 2901, 3132, 3252, 3834, 1334, 1416, 633, 2902, 3254, 3255, 1608, 406, 1417, 2753, 2245, 246, 2495, 1501, 3258, 1419, 1420].

generators
generators
[1830, 2174, 2273, 2274, 2352, 3524, 1002, 3157, 1442, 2844,
Goodness-of-Fit
Gossip
Gossip
Graduate
Grand
Grande
Granular
Graph
Graphic
Graphical
Graphics
Graphs
greater
Greatest
Greece
Greedy
Green
grenades
Grenoble
gretl
Grid
GRNG
Group
Grouped
grouping
Groups
growth
Guangdong
Guarantee
guaranteed
Guarantees
Guest
Guide
Guideline
Guidelines
Guitar
H
H2PEC
Haar
H˚astad
Hadamard
Halcomb
Halftoning
Halton
Hamburg
Hamiltonian
Hammersley
Hamming
Hand
Handbook
hand
Handel
Handel-C
Hard
Hard/soft
hardcore
Hardness
hardnesses
Hardware
Hardware-based
Hardware-optimized
Harmonic
Harvard
harvesting
Harshard
Hash
Hash3
Hashing
HASHPRNG
Hastings
HAVEGE
Having
Hawaii
Heads
heap
heap-ordered
heat
heavy-tailed
Heavy
Hecke
Held
Helios
Helmholtz
Hermite
[3056, 1166]. **Herstellung** [176]. **Heston** [3691]. **Heterogeneous**
[3365, 3961, 2842, 3243, 3307]. **Heuristic** [72, 2088, 3068, 2802, 3441].
**Heuristic-Based** [2088]. **heuristics** [3034]. **HI** [4192]. **Hidden** [1717, 3890].
**hiding** [3381]. **hierarchical** [3150, 3005]. **Hierarchy** [2188, 3448, 2969, 1603].
**High-density** [2663]. **high-dimensional** [2668, 2750, 2380, 3031, 3746].
**High-efficiency** [3985]. **High-entropy** [3126]. **high-functioning** [3021].
**high-order** [3059]. **High-Performance** [3154, 3280, 3633, 3532].
**high-period** [3051]. **High-Quality**
[2135, 3928, 2576, 1941, 2170, 1960, 2475, 2552]. **High-Speed**
[2408, 3272, 3803, 3415, 3754, 2520, 1190, 2748, 3258, 1725, 118, 129, 792, 227].
**Higher** [2019, 3244, 1698, 2434, 3240, 3522, 1246, 2954]. **Higher-Order**
[1698]. **Highly** [1618, 3017]. **highly-uniform** [3017]. **Hilbert** [3014].
**Hill** [170, 4152, 891, 1797, 3181]. **Hilton** [4073, 4067]. **Hirschberg** [1886].
**Histogram** [3491, 1619]. **Histograms** [3698, 1308]. **Historical** [2737].
**History** [71, 89, 720, 2768, 3841, 3843, 2787, 68, 1382, 374, 3221]. **Hit**
[1788, 2027, 3995, 1794]. **Hit-and-Run** [1788, 1794]. **Hitachi** [2120].
**Hitting** [2431]. **HK97** [3577]. **Hlawka** [872, 463]. **HMAC** [3857].
**HMAC-DRBG** [3857]. **Hoare** [4137]. **Hoeffding** [2295]. **Home** [2505].
**homogeneous** [12, 1620]. **Homomorphism** [517, 2414]. **homomorphisms**
[3230]. **Hong** [4151]. **Honolulu** [4131, 4192]. **honor** [4181, 4210]. **honour**
[4137]. **Hopfield** [3447]. **H"{o}rmann** [2973]. **Horner** [2555, 242]. **Horseshoes**
[2355]. **Horton** [1912]. **Hot** [4124]. **HotBits** [2885]. **Hotel**
[4069, 4013, 4112, 4067, 4039, 4022, 4041, 4086, 4101, 4051, 4126].
**Houston** [4036]. **Huge** [3076]. **hundred** [1224]. **Hurst** [2339]. **HW** [3173].
**Hyatt** [4130, 4208, 4126]. **Hybrid**
[3255, 3981, 354, 2551, 3320, 3106, 3240, 557]. **hyperbolas** [2118, 2401].
**Hyperbolic** [2797, 897, 1019, 1799, 1950, 1983]. **Hypercube**
[4050, 933, 934, 1356]. **Hypercubes** [4064]. **Hypergeometric** [1358, 1171].
**hyperplane** [2245]. **Hyperplanes** [2247]. **Hyperrectangles** [1798].
**hyperspheres** [3344, 3031]. **Hypotheses** [175]. **Hypothesis** [442].

I. [891]. **IBM** [4011, 721, 813, 677, 1426, 1514, 478, 2592, 155, 1544, 492, 462].
**IBM-Compatible** [1514, 1544]. **ibre** [1050]. **IC**
[2748, 3502, 3378, 3379, 2384, 2539, 3445]. **ICCMSE** [4173]. **ICCS** [4214].
**ICGA** [4148]. **ICGA-2001** [4148]. **ICICTA** [4198]. **icosahedral** [167].
**ideal** [813, 677]. **identical** [954]. **Identically** [2556, 3385]. **Identification**
[1455]. **Identifying** [3277]. **identities** [1389]. **identity** [2567, 1950]. **IEEE**
[4143, 4192, 4193, 4208]. **If** [1488]. **IFIP** [4191]. **II**
[4133, 1258, 3355, 1707, 1802, 2256, 1819, 1931, 1231, 4214, 254, 1969, 2075,
Investigation [2678, 3984]. Investigations [1665, 1670, 2143, 1747].
investing [3768]. invitation [4018]. Invited [2500, 1633]. Inviting [299, 1633].


L [541, 594, 637]. Laboratory [4005, 4007]. Lag [610]. Lagged
3147, 3941, 3390, 1008, 1449, 2519, 2775, 2853, 3176, 3693, 3542, 1752, 2294, 3642, 2107, 2121. low-cost [3693, 3542]. Low-Degree [3396].
Luby [2124, 1850, 3187]. Luc [248x1304]. Lucas [3512, 2403]. luck [3842].
Lyapunov [2850, 1842]. lying [1314]. LZSS [3360].
multi-stage [159]. multicomputer [1835]. multicyclic [662].
Multidimensional [2914, 2272, 3736, 1244, 1584, 494, 901, 2828, 2501, 2912].
multidimensionally [1169]. Multigroup [290]. Multiloop [1906].
Multimedia [3205]. Multinomial [1099]. Multiparty [1401, 1680, 2900].
multiphase [3991]. Multiple [2415, 241, 152, 3131, 3599, 3600, 2422, 996,
2909, 638, 1283, 508, 1430, 2828, 2501, 2912, 2198, 930, 3430, 2880, 1476, 1672, 3230, 3583, 3123, 3241, 2901, 3132, 3252, 1276, 278, 1527, 2273, 2274, 2353, 3524, 2921, 3068, 1838, 2179, 2181, 2280, 2360, 1454, 1751, 1856, 2082, 2732, 2808, 2809, 2950, 2952, 3033, 3034, 3318, 3441, 3443, 3564, 2647, 3222].
Multiple-Comparison [1672]. Multiple-Recursive [277x299, 2083, 2085].
Multiple-Valued [241]. multiples [2647]. Multiplexed [2683].
Multiplication [2178, 1183, 1590]. Multiplications [2990]. Multiplicative
[267, 543, 406, 820, 995, 1028, 1110, 1341, 1509, 3278, 2177, 1732, 654, 2099, 569, 535, 2308, 2137, 905, 1600, 718, 320, 1699, 438, 1420, 856, 952, 1219, 1220, 555, 1427, 2174, 3912, 2187, 2860, 1010, 3300, 927, 3038]. multiplicatively
[471]. multiplicatively-generated [471]. Multiplicators [496]. Multiplier
[4000, 1776, 2808, 3094, 3563, 2308]. Multipliers [2442, 2516, 1055, 2413,
1898, 1334, 2246, 2495, 685, 3524, 2998, 782, 2877, 3971, 2732, 2950, 3033].
multiplikativ [438, 471]. Multiply [742, 2655, 2239, 2761, 639].
multiply-with-carry [2239, 2761]. Multiprocessor [1484, 1911, 1674].
multiprocessors [4050, 1741]. multiprogrammed [981].
multiprogramming [1152]. multisequences [3889]. mutispin [1300].
Multistep [1294, 1481]. multithreading [3621]. multivariable [223].
Multivariate [2815, 578, 1788, 2972, 1337, 2586, 1934, 1284, 2276, 2774,
3411, 3304, 3430, 3431, 3210, 431, 2892, 3044, 2244, 1176, 2613, 790, 2866,
3412, 3413, 1564, 981, 3885]. Murmur [3558]. musical [3708]. mutual
[923, 924]. Mutually [861]. MUX [3991]. mV [3367]. my [3868].

[3847]. Naor [3736, 2637]. Nash [3149]. National
[4007, 4130, 4156, 134, 4018, 91]. NATO [4023]. Natural
[2149, 1345, 3630, 3770, 524, 2219, 2097]. Nature [3981, 786].
NDSS [4187]. NDSTRNG [3994]. near [2590, 4015]. nearby [2184].
[726]. Negative [2262, 842, 349, 1237]. nei [987]. neighbor [1356].
neighborhood [2635, 2727]. neighborhood-of-four [2635, 2727]. Nested
[996, 2476]. net [2081, 2233]. Netherlands [4053, 4214]. Nets
[2975, 2379, 2936, 2087, 2388, 4189, 2793, 2463, 625]. Netscape [2162].
Network [4187, 2022, 3270, 3610, 2694, 3407, 3327, 2111, 2230, 3499].
networked [3265]. Networking [4199]. Networks
Neuere [631]. Neumann

Normal [398, 634, 323, 368, 43, 1500, 3812, 2616]. notional-distributed [1500]. normalverteilter [1500]. NORTA [2569]. North [4066, 4087].


Number [2354, 2177, 2919, 866, 3942, 2596, 1447, 2276, 332, 480, 2696, 1288, 1631, 1733, 2183, 2283, 2359, 2365, 2443, 2444, 2515, 2603, 2604, 2700, 2701, 2849, 3001, 3003, 3070, 3072, 3165, 3286, 3529, 3735, 3930, 4003, 3944, 3619].
46

1621, 224, 382, 202, 1169, 3681, 1231, 2436, 154, 1523, 1524, 1525, 1941, 2170, 356, 383, 2482, 1070, 2509, 3929, 3523, 2171, 118, 1118, 1172, 2917, 3387, 1830, 1440, 2174, 2273, 2274, 2352, 2353, 3524, 1002, 2175, 2176, 3155, 3156, 3159, 2512, 1442, 2844, 3908, 916, 1004, 1234, 1444, 1726, 779, 3163, 1445, 1628, 1446, 2920, 2440, 3983, 598, 599, 248, 2921, 2998, 3068, 826, 1365, 3389, 1368, 1632, 1838, 1957, 2179, 2184, 2279, 2280, 2281, 2360, 2361, 2362, 2363, 2364, 2600, 2602, 2698, 2846, 2848, 2923, 3071.

3393, 3620, 3843, 3283, 1539, 1174, 3390, 1122, 3164, 3284, 782, 2850, 783, 3633, 3405, 3013, 611, 1010, 655, 1128, 1297, 1647, 1754, 1755, 2083, 2535, 2620, 2720, 3190, 3016, 3303, 3409, 2867, 3410, 3411, 616, 659, 3191, 876, 3697, 3082, 2538, 2869, 2939, 3414, 2203, 3305, 3775, 1463, 1130, 491, 525, 1080, 1299, 1464, 1760, 2091, 968, 1386, 3192, 3881, 2539, 2092, 564, 3545, 2094, 1300, 3419, 800, 3019, 3851, 1131, 618, 2540, 1981, 3422, 260, 1132, 620, 367, 839, 3548, 2385, 1654, 3882, 3021, 1087, 1565, 3023, 1088, 2726, 3086, 1656, 931.

[346, 455, 830, 3694, 793, 3296, 1078, 1127, 3403, 921, 832, 3298, 609, 3633, 3405, 3013, 611, 1010, 655, 1128, 1297, 1647, 1754, 1755, 2083, 2535, 2620, 2720, 3190, 3016, 3303, 3409, 2867, 3410, 3411, 616, 659, 3191, 876, 3697, 3082, 2538, 2869, 2939, 3414, 2203, 3305, 3775, 1463, 1130, 491, 525, 1080, 1299, 1464, 1760, 2091, 968, 1386, 3192, 3881, 2539, 2092, 564, 3545, 2094, 1300, 3419, 800, 3019, 3851, 1131, 618, 2540, 1981, 3422, 260, 1132, 620, 367, 839, 3548, 2385, 1654, 3882, 3021, 1087, 1565, 3023, 1088, 2726, 3086, 1656, 931.

3322, 167, 2954, 3951, 2476, 1663, 1308, 985, 3098, 2812, 3952, 3449, 3451, 1093, 2112, 1094, 3651, 3935, 2553, 3568, 232, 1587, 1878, 3036, 3569, 1782, 2652, 3333, 2117, 2223, 3335, 2065, 462, 2958, 3102, 2554, 3222, 3453, 3573, 3653, 1784, 2406, 2308, 2654, 2739, 3038, 3455, 3225, 3974, 3457, 3093, 3226, 3890, 2740, 2887, 2741, 3339, 3340, 3460, 2959, 3975, 3462, 3706, 1256, 1592, 575, 2960, 3796, 3498, 3601]. **Number-theoretic** [2289]. **Numbers**


[225, 1729, 1537, 558, 645, 1540, 2601, 1731, 27, 249, 691, 1962, 1373, 651, 449,
54

3284, 2441, 2927, 2612, 1841, 3394, 3397, 1634, 3293, 3177, 3691, 3738, 2373, 284, 3542, 2786, 2865, 455, 793, 3772, 3012, 1750, 3404, 2289, 695, 797, 798.

Pseudorandom

Pseudorandomness

Pseudozufallsvektoren

Pseudozufallszahlenfolgen

Pseudosluchainykh

PSI

PSO

PUF

Publications

Publicly

Published

Public-Key

Public-Key-Number

Pseudorandom

Pseudorandom-Number

Public-Key

Public-Key-Number

Pseudozufallsvektoren

Pseudozufallszahlenfolgen

Pseudosluchainykh

PSI

PSO

PUF
PUF-TRNG \[3988\]. PUFs \[3918\]. Pulse \[3504, 1828, 676, 3505\]. Pulse-Excited \[3504\]. Pulse/Data \[1828\]. Pulses \[519, 520, 3335\]. punched \[36\]. punctured \[3772\]. Pure \[3846\]. Purpose \[1081\]. Purposes \[3936, 2929\]. PVT \[3438\]. PVT-variation \[3438\]. pW \[3367\]. pyramids \[1459\]. Python \[3733, 3623, 2369, 2370, 4212\].


Quasirandom \[2560, 1324, 2140, 3490, 1222, 2200, 2871, 1773, 3243, 2771, 1371, 1857, 1860, 1871, 2104, 574\]. Quaternion \[3450\]. quatrième \[4010\]. Quebec \[4097, 4149\]. Query \[449\]. Quest \[1347, 3471\]. questions \[85\]. Queue \[988, 1955, 1956, 1020, 2756, 963, 3329\]. Queueing \[1402, 1241\]. Queueing \[1484, 620, 802\]. Quick \[2031\]. QuickCheck \[3878\]. Quickly \[1926\]. Quicksort \[2493\]. Quinary \[925\]. Quincunx \[3420\]. Quintessential \[3420\]. quintic \[3056\]. quotient \[1239\]. quotients \[3602, 1242\].

R \[2137, 3937, 3718, 3169, 3291\]. R16 \[806\]. R18 \[769\]. R24 \[862\]. R52 \[1108\]. R53 \[1109\]. R57 \[1167\]. R58 \[1181\]. Rabin \[1318\]. Racah \[424\]. Rackoff \[1850\]. Radial \[348\]. Radiation \[338, 11\]. Radical \[324\]. Radical-inverse \[324\]. radio \[497, 481\]. radioactive \[2885\]. Radisson
Randomizer [1505]. Randomly [863, 2087, 664, 2207, 1474, 22, 1834, 3392].
randomly-shifted [3392]. Randomness
[3464, 671, 3936, 3708, 2965, 1021, 127, 3586, 2318, 3423, 3547, 3641, 2633, 3646, 175, 2469, 2547, 1872, 3649, 2955, 2555, 3579, 3891, 3954, 2819, 3471, 3751, 466, 2969, 436, 1687, 213, 3359, 104, 3048, 1327, 3598, 1602, 3251, 42, 3901, 81, 1715, 3670, 440, 143, 117].
randoms [899]. ‘RANDU’ [721].
RANEXP [1932]. RANF [1118]. Range
[2422, 8, 404, 1332, 1498, 1797, 1420, 2339, 1385]. RANGEN [2673]. ranges
[2466]. Rank [1021, 1353, 2995, 3804, 3014, 3016, 3089]. rank-
[3014, 3016]. Rank-1 [2995, 3804]. Rank-based [1353]. Ranking
[2136, 3904, 2163, 3634]. ranks [2368]. ranlip [2892]. RANLUX [2263, 2264, 1941, 2170, 2390].
ranshi [2164]. RANTEST [936]. ranut [2661]. Rapid [1653]. rapides
[2647]. rapidly [74]. rapprochés [2184]. Rare [2827, 3483, 2902].
raspredelenija [35]. Rate [2240, 3766, 626, 3405, 3697]. Rates
[1938, 2172, 1667, 1393, 2521]. Rational
[169, 3079, 2199, 2795, 3613, 1036, 3931]. Ratios [339, 3695, 1504]. RAW
RC6 [2508, 2593]. RCR [3915]. RDRAND [3895]. Re [2706, 3419].
Re-seeding [3419]. reactor [4013, 3505]. read [3978]. read-write [3978].
Reading [10]. Real [3659, 2150, 3139, 3384, 3965, 3562, 728, 2195, 2945].
Real-Time [3384]. Real-Valued [3139]. realistic [3670]. realization
[3476, 3799, 3421, 2804, 2641]. Reasonably [1]. Reasoning [2824, 3201].
receiver [3275]. Rechenautomaten [176]. recherche [1367]. Recipes
[1765, 2312, 2229]. Reciprocal [376, 378, 412, 390, 420, 421, 1365, 2305].
Recommendation [2967, 3041, 3584, 3124, 3636, 3815, 3887].
Recommendations [3936, 2132, 1913, 2903]. Recommended [2918].
Reconfigurable [3054, 3141, 3853, 3884, 3210, 2581, 2931, 3498].
Reconfiguration [3384]. Reconstructing [1342]. Reconstruction [3811].
Record [316, 1926, 4124, 2725]. Recovery [3720, 3836, 3833, 3192].
recrystallization [3993]. rectangle [1395]. Rectangles
[2366, 3655, 2127, 1545]. Recurrence [373, 3652, 951, 1280, 1344, 926].

SIMD-Oriented [3198]. Similar [3879]. Similarity [2323, 4167].
SIMPL [763]. SIMPL/1 [763]. Simple
[1478, 580, 1683, 1202, 1606, 1607, 3759, 1074, 2525, 2374, 2076, 829, 3549, 2636, 2946, 1249, 3463, 2561, 850, 1148, 1795, 1103, 2425, 4117, 1281, 75, 3064, 2181, 2609, 3174, 621, 2473, 3208]. simplest [3198]. simplexes [3879].
Structures

Subgroup

Subharmonic

Sublattice

Sublinear

Subroutine

Subsequence

Subset

Subsets

Subspace

Substitute

Substitution

Substitution-Permutation

Substream

Substructure

Subtle

Subtract

Subtract-with-Borrow

Subtraction

Such

Suggestions

Suitable

Suite

Suites

Summer

Sums

Super

Supercomputer

Supercomputers

Supercomputing

Supercube

Superconductive

Superior

Superior

Supplement

Support

Supported

Supposed

Suppression

Surface

Survey

Survival

SWAC

Swan

Swarm

SWB

Swendsen

Switched

Switched-Capacitor

Switching

Switzerland

SX

Symbolic

Symbolic-Numerical

Symmetric

Symmetrical
3467, 3468, 3792, 3116, 3117, 3237, 3238, 3239, 3268, 3269, 3271, 3279, 2520, 3039, 3114, 3862, 2748, 3724, 2583, 600, 3631, 3694, 573, 629, 668. **Truncated** [2899, 1537, 417, 1474, 853, 1342].

**trust** [2346].**trustless** [3851].**Trustworthy** [3844].**trx** [3844].**Tsallis** [3026].**Tucson** [4037].**Tunable** [3270, 2842].**Tuning** [2810, 2883].**Tunnel** [3977].**tuples** [2441].**Turán** [2052, 656].**Turbo** [3648, 1608, 1364].**TURBO RAND** [1225].**Turbulence** [1909, 1446].**turbulent** [2682].**Turing** [4203, 3043, 3586, 3899, 4205].**turn** [2510].**Tutorial** [1398, 1154, 1615, 1451, 1086].**Tweedie** [3790].**Twelfth** [4088].**twenty** [2510].**Two** [3104, 2010, 1099, 988, 427, 808, 714, 497, 1485, 1054, 401, 1617, 1712, 1713, 1917, 1918, 2155, 2328, 2329, 1340, 1280, 1344, 2684, 478, 3729, 1119, 3524, 777, 2921, 3068, 1632, 481, 186, 2066, 3394, 2187, 1239, 2784, 735, 3846, 2938, 1085, 2298, 34, 2646, 3033, 3441, 3564, 1472, 2552, 2738, 2309].**Two-bit** [3523].**Two-Dimensional** [3151, 3154, 1842, 54, 714, 2298, 2552, 2309].**Two-Queue** [988].**Two-Sided** [3555].**Two-Source** [3794, 3805].**Two-Stage** [1099].**two-term** [3524, 2921, 3068, 3033, 3441, 3564].**Twofish** [2508].**Type** [2689, 155, 2595, 787, 2942, 886, 2220, 3229, 3993, 404, 1806, 1161, 1518, 356, 699, 3213, 3573, 3653].**Types** [3624, 575].

**Übertragungsprinzip** [33].**UHF** [3896].**UHF-RFID** [3896].**UK** [4203, 4164].**uklonenijah** [35].**Ukraine** [4089].**Ulam** [3605].**Ulrich** [892].**Ultimate** [2256, 3544].**Ultra** [3455].**Ultra-lightweight** [3455].**ultracomputers** [1299].**Ultrafast** [3722, 3806, 3281, 3943, 3568].**Ultrahigh** [3308].**Ultrahigh-Speed** [3308].**Unavoidable** [1061].**Unbiased** [1097, 1327, 1201, 586].**Unbounded** [2980, 2832, 3063].**uncertain** [3267].**uncertainty** [4150, 1218, 3298].**unclonable** [3831].**Unconditional** [3176].**Unconstrained** [2088].**Uncorrelated** [1486, 298].**Uncovering** [2457].**Underlying** [863].**Understanding** [2996, 3777].**unequal** [140].**unicorn** [3844].**Unified** [2010, 2039, 1541, 3969, 290, 2000, 567, 3100].**Uniform** [811, 1398, 1787, 1688, 403, 1415, 1495, 2751, 1273, 680, 1429, 825, 516, 690, 2997, 1451, 1957, 2283, 2364, 2365, 2444, 2603, 3529, 1074, 783, 2702, 3292, 358, 1544, 1077, 1642, 3079, 2084, 1572, 2110, 3096, 3446, 427, 3337, 3342, 3789, 1397, 2224, 1786, 1261, 1052, 2661, 905, 401, 3047, 3757, 2326, 1023, 1499, 1702, 1703, 2668, 2750, 1213, 1922, 2043, 3837, 764, 1433, 3377, 1351, 1519, 685, 2991, 246, 1825, 382, 2271, 1232, 777, 85, 2282, 3528, 730, 731, 2610, 252, 2373, 607, 656, 739, 923, 924, 3017, 121, 1386, 661, 367, 970, 623, 3700, 1660].
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